For transporting voice data with silence suppression over the Internet, the problem of jitter introduced from the network often renders the speech unintelligible. It is thus essential to offer intramedia synchronization to remove jitter while retaining minimal playout delay. We have previously proposed a neural-network-based intra-voice synchronization mechanism, called Intelligent Voice Smoother (IVoS). IVoS is aimed to furnish CBR playout during talkspurts assuring minimal mean and variance of Distortion of Talkspurts (DOT) and mean playout Delay (PD). To substantiate the viability of IVoS, in this paper we present a prototyping system. The prototyping system is composed of the Silence Suppressor and Traffic Simulator modules at the sending host, an IVoS module at the receiving host, and a stand-alone Ethernet connecting the two hosts. The Silence Suppressor module caries out silence suppression based on two thresholds. The Traffic Simulator module is responsible for the creation of delay and jitter. The IVoS module simply performs major IVoS functions. The prototyping results reveal that, compared to existing playout approaches, IVoS achieves superior playout yielding negligible DOT and PD irrespective of traffic variation.
Introduction
Recent evolution in high-speed communication technology enables the development of distributed multimedia applications combining a variety of media data, such as text, audio, graphics, images, voice, and full-motion video. These applications often require stringent Quality Of Service (QOS) guarantees, such as bounded delay and jitter [1] . Moreover, the Multicast Backbone (MBone)/Internet [2, 3] has been widely deployed to support diverse multicasting traffic for businesses and individuals. However, its current transport protocols were originally designed to offer the best effort service" without performance guarantees. Consequently, the proliferation of these multimedia applications has imposed ever more strain on the MBone/Internet. In particular, for transporting voice with silence suppression [4] , the problem of unbounded jitter often renders the speech unintelligible. It is thus indispensable to offer ______________________________________________ The work was sponsored by MOEA and supported in part by the Institute for Information Industry (III) under Contract C87140. intramedia synchronization to remove jitter while retaining minimal playout delay. As opposed to several existing approaches attempting to reduce jitter from networks [5, 6] , we tackle the problem from the end system perspective.
Several existing intramedia synchronization methods, which perform at end systems, exhibit various performance merits. They can be categorized as: static delay-based, dynamic feedback-based, and dynamic delay-based. Static delay-based methods preserve playout continuity by buffering massive packets at receiving end systems [7] or delaying the playout time of the first packet received [3, 8] . These methods have been shown to be feasible but at the expense of a drastic increase in playout delay. On the other hand, dynamic feedback-based methods [5, 9] perform intramedia synchronization through adjusting the source generation rate by means of sending feedbacks from receiving end systems. These methods are effective, however, unviable for most live-source applications.
Unlike the two classes of methods described above, dynamic delay-based methods [10, 11] employ dynamic playout rates in accordance with a computed window (or threshold) which can be intelligently predicted in real time or analytically computed in advance. These methods have been shown to be viable particularly for video streams which are much dissimilar to voice streams by nature [12] . Two other dynamic delay-based methods [13, 14] attempted to preserve playout continuity via adaptive buffering of frames having been time-stamped at sources. The methods are indeed feasible but at the expense of drastic processing and framing overhead from frequent time stamping.
We have previously proposed a neural-networkbased intra-voice synchronization mechanism, called Intelligent Voice Smoother (IVoS) [15] , operating at the application layer of receiving end systems. IVoS is composed of three components: Smoother Buffer, Neural Network (NN) Traffic Predictor, and Constant Bit Rate (CBR) Enforcer. Newly arriving frames are queued in the Smoother Buffer. The NN Traffic Predictor employs an on-line-trained Back Propagation Neural Network (BPNN) to predict three characteristics of the upcoming talkspurt period. Based on the predicted characteristics, the CBR Enforcer imposes an adaptive buffering delay derived from a near-optimal closed-form formula. The CBR Enforcer in turn regulates CBR-based departures of frames within this talkspurt period, aiming at assuring minimal mean and variance of Distortion of Talkspurts (DOT) and Playout Delay (PD).
In this paper, we further present a prototyping system to substantiate the viability of IVoS. The prototyping system is composed of two modules (Silence Suppressor and Traffic Simulator) at the sending host, an IVoS module at the receiving host, and a stand-alone Ethernet connecting the two hosts. The Silence Suppressor module handles silence suppression based on two thresholds. The Traffic Simulator module is responsible for the simulation of delay and jitter. The IVoS module then performs major IVoS functions. Prototyping results reveal that, compared to three other playout approaches, IVoS achieves superior playout yielding negligible DOT and PD irrespective of traffic variation. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of IVoS. Sections 3 and 4 then present the prototyping system and experimental results, respectively. Finally, conclusion remarks are given in Section 5.
Intelligent Voice Smoother (IVoS) -An Overview

Concept
Generally, voice data are sampled and encoded as fixed-size frames. These frames with silence suppression are in turn sent over the MBONE/Internet [2] . Upon receiving frames which are assumed to arrive in accordance with a generic Markov Modulated Bernoulli Process (MMBP) (described later) with unknown probabilistic parameters, IVoS determines the departure time at which frames are transferred from the IVoS Smoother Buffer to the decoder buffer from which frames are playbacked. IVoS alternates between the talkspurt state, with frames intermittently received (during the busy state), and the pause state during which no frames appear. Moreover, the first frame in any talkspurt is tagged before being transmitted. Accordingly, the goal of IVoS is the enforcement of CBR playout by dynamically adjusting the duration of pauses in an effort to compensate for jitter within talkspurts.
Owing to delay jitter induced in the network, different frames yield different end-to-end delays causing speech unintelligibility. Denote t i s and t i p as the sample and playout time of frame i, respectively. In addition, denote D i as the end-to-end transfer delay of frame i. Accordingly, playout discontinuity is quantified by random variable Distortion of Talkspurt (DOT), where the DOT for talkspurt j, denoted as DOT j , is defined as
where R (j) and L (j) are the ordinal numbers of the first and last frame in talkspurt j, and F j is the total number of frames in talkspurt j. Moreover, playout discontinuity can be reduced at the expense of an increase in random variable . It is worth noticing that, we do not consider frame loss probability, namely the dropping of frames due to late arrival. Although discard of late frames assures delay-free playout, the price paid is deteriorating speech clipping [16] .
Inbound Traffic Model
The inbound traffic to IVoS is modelled by a generic discrete-time MMBP [4, 17] , as shown in Figure 1 . The process alternates between the pause state and the talkspurt state. Within the talkspurt state, the process switches between the busy state during which frames arrive in a burst, and the idle state during which no frame appears. The transition probabilities between states are given in the figure. The lengths of all three states are assumed to be geometrically distributed. Moreover, during the busy state, one frame always arrives (with probability l=1) per slot time, and no frame is generated during the idle and the pause states. It is worth noting that, differing from the Interrupted Deterministic Process (IDP) [4] which is often used for modelling voice source traffic, this MMBP is used to model the traffic which has been multiplexed and demultiplexed over a network with jitter. In addition, rather than confine the traffic model to a given MMBP, IVoS adopts a generic MMBP allowing any combination of transitional probabilities.
Moreover, the mean frame rate (MFR) and mean burst length (MBL) can be directly expressed as functions of a, b, g and d:
where P busy is the steady state probability of being in the busy state.
IVoS Architecture
IVoS is composed of three major components (see Figure 2 ): Smoother Buffer, NN Traffic Predictor, and CBR Enforcer. Newly arriving frames are first queued in 1 * g * a 
Talkspurt Pause g the Smoother Buffer in an FCFS fashion. Each time, the reception of a marked frame, which corresponds to the initiation of a new talkspurt, triggers the NN Traffic Predictor to perform the prediction of three traffic characteristics of the upcoming talkspurt i. They are the talkspurt length (T i ), frame count (F i ), and the last burst length (B i ). Based on the three predicted characteristics, the CBR Enforcer then determines a dynamic delay to be imposed on the first frame, and regulates CBR departures for all subsequent frames of the talkspurt. The same process repeats for the next talkspurt until the end of the talk. For other details and simulation results, readers are suggested to refer our early published paper [15] .
Prototyping System
To demonstrate the viability of IVoS, we implemented a prototyping system in Pentium Pro 200 Personal Computers (PCs) operating under Windows95. The prototyping system (see Figure 3) is constructed with Silence Suppressor and Traffic Simulator modules at the sending PC, and an IVoS module at the receiving PC, over a stand-alone Ethernet network.
Generally at the sending system, the Voice Encoder generates the Pulse-Coded Modulation (PCM) codes of the voice source, formats them as fixed-size frames, and passes to the Silence Suppressor module. By removing frames associated with pause, Silence Suppressor constructs the VBR voice stream. Due to the provision of near-CBR transmissions by the stand-alone Ethernet, the Traffic Simulator module takes the role of generating departing traffic with delay and jitter. At the receiving system, the IVoS module performs traffic prediction and adaptive delay determination, and hands control over Voice Decoder by which frames are playbacked. In the sequel, each module is described in more detail.
Silence Suppressor:
A voice connection is either in the talkspurt state or in the pause state. The Silence Suppressor module (see Figure 4 ) makes use of three parameters to determine the state of the connection. They are: Talkspurt Threshold (TT), Silence Threshold (ST), and Fading Window (FW). The connection starts from the talkspurt state as soon as the PCM code value exceeds the TT. During the talkspurt state, PCM sampled codes are formatted as fixed-size frames and queued in the sending buffer. The connection remains in the talkspurt state until when the duration in which the sampled code values are below the ST exceeds the FW. In this pause state, no frame is generated. The process repeats until the end of the connection. 
Receiving end system
Traffic Simulator:
The Traffic Simulator (see Figure 5 ) is responsible for generating departing traffic with delay and jitter during the talkspurt state. It is based on an Interrupted Bernoulli Process (IBP) [10] , which has been widely accepted to model bursty traffic. The process alternates between the busy state, during which the first frame in the queue is sent, and the idle state during which no frame is sent. It is worth noting that, based on the model, the resulted MFR and MBL of the generated departing traffic are b/( a+ b) and 1/ a, respectively. Moreover, notice that this IBP model differs from the previous MMBP model in the modelling of the pause state. In the case of the prototyping system, since the input stream was taken from a 30-second prerecorded lecture, the distribution of the pause state is unknown and excluded from the IBP model. In contrary, the modeling of the pause state in the simulated IVoS system described previously is incorporated within the MMBP model.
IVoS:
The IVoS module in the prototyping system is comprised of three submodules (Smoother Buffer, Traffic Predictor, and CBR Enforcer) implemented by threads [18] . Their major functions were previously described and are omitted here.
Experimental Results
With the prototyping system, we carried out experiments and drew performance comparisons between IVoS and four other playout approaches. They are perfect playout, instant playout, 15-slot (small) constant delay playout, and 80-slot (large) constant delay playout.
In the perfect playout approach, the first frame of each talkspurt was imposed an optimal buffering delay computed in advance, assuring DOT-free, minimum-PD playout. In the instant playout approach, frames were queued and playbacked at a maximum of the Constant Bit Rate (CBR) rate (during talkspurts) of the source. It is worth noting that the instant playout approach differs from IVoS only in the lack of buffering delay imposed on the first frame of each talkspurt. In each of the last two constant delay playout approaches, a predetermined fixed delay is imposed on the first frame of each talkspurt. Finally, other assumptions and parameters used in experiments are summarized as follows: Figure 6 depicts the playout of frames using five approaches under two traffic loads. In the figure, | " corresponds to the playout of a frame, whereas " represents the lack of any frame being playbacked. We measured the playout quality of talkspurts and the discrepancy of pauses by making comparisons with talkspurts, shown as black strips in part (a), and pauses, displayed as blank portions between black strips, respectively, exhibited in perfect playout. First of all, the instant playout undergoes high DOT irrespective of traffic loads. Imposing a small constant delay, the first version of constant delay playout still yields poor playout under low load (i.e., 1/5) of traffic due to shortage of bandwidth, as shown in Figure 6 (c). As apposed to small-constant-delay playout, larger-constant-delay playout achieves satisfactory DOT, however, at the expense of high PD, particularly under high load (i.e., 1/3) of traffic, as depicted in Figure 6(d) . The results reveal that static buffering delay fail to adapt to traffic fluctuation.
Finally, as shown in Figure 6 (e), IVoS distinctively achieves superior playout yielding minimal DOT and PD, irrespective of MFR. We further summarize the playout performance of these five approaches with respect to four criteria, as listed in Table 1 . In particular, we observe that different buffer sizes are required in an attempt to achieve loss-free playout. Essentially, while the larger-constant delay playout incurs frame loss should the buffer size be less than 63, IVoS requires a reasonable buffer size, compared to perfect playout (37), while still achieving superior playout.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have initially given an overview of our early proposed intra-voice synchronization mechanism, called IVoS, and presented a prototyping system. The system consisted of the Silence Suppressor and Traffic Simulator modules at the sending host, and an 
MFR=1/5 MFR=1/3
IVoS module at the receiving host, over a stand-alone Ethernet. The prototyping results demonstrated that, compared to other playout approaches, IVoS achieves superior playout yielding negligible DOT and PD irrespective of traffic variation. Finally, IVoS was shown to be the only playout approach satisfying all four criteria, namely playout quality, playout delay, loss-free buffer size requirement, and preservation of pauses. 
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